INCREASE YOUR VISIBILITY WITH LIGHTING
Power to operate our rental lighting is included in the listed price
SHOWTECH POWER & LIGHTING, in partnership with our suppliers, are developing greener solutions for our customers. We
are excited to introduce our new green lighting options. These fixtures offer the same light output as our current products
while reducing power consumption. As a responsible corporate citizen we will continue to work with our suppliers to
develop green solutions. Please review our list of green products on the following pages.

CEILING MOUNTED FIXTURES
SOURCE FOUR PAR (L575S4):
 clean, bright and efficient. This fixture is quickly becoming one of our
most popular lighting options, requires less power and has the equivalent
light output as a 1000 watt quartz floodlight ‐ good for the environment
 mounted on the building ceiling beams (mounting height 18’ – 34’), this
light fixture is a superior product that delivers a smooth even field of
light
 covers approximately a 10’ by 15’ area.

NEW ‐ uses 40% less power.

This light will replace the 1000 watt

quartz floodlight.

1000 WATT QUARTZ FLOODLIGHT (L1000):
 adjustable rectangular light beam makes this a good choice for general
illumination or highlighting large areas
 mounted on the building ceiling beams (mounting height 18’ – 34’)
 covers approximately a 10’ by 15’ area.

500 WATT QUARTZ FLOODLIGHT (L500C):
 adjustable angle light beam makes this an excellent choice for
highlighting products
 mounted on the building ceiling beams (mounting height 15’ – 20’)
 covers approximately an 8’ by 8’ area.
**Not available in all facilities, please check order form.

SHOWTECH would be pleased to assist you with your lighting needs. Please contact the number on the order form or call our toll free #1.855.746.9832
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HARD WALL / FASCIA BOOTHS ONLY
24 WATT LED BLACK ARM LIGHT FIXTURE (LLEDA):
 equivalent light output to a 200 watt quartz arm light
 is cooler than traditional lighting
 pure white light, ideal for highlighting clothing, jewelry, art and graphics
 attaches to a hard wall.

Introduced in January 2011.
 Exhibitors say how pleased they are with the LED’s performance.
 The 24 watt LED light fixture consumes 80% less power than
traditional lighting.

200 WATT BLACK ARM LIGHT FIXTURE (L200B):
 attractive streamline fixture
 ideal for accenting small items, i.e. brochures, art work, clothing, etc.
 attaches to a hard wall.

ARM LIGHT FIXTURE (L150A):
 comes complete with 120 watt floodlight
 ideal for direct lighting of your product or to highlight a focal point
 attaches to a hard wall.

**Not available in all facilities, please check order form.
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SYSTEM & BOOTH LIGHTING (FASCIA OR HARD WALL REQUIRED)
3’ TRACK COMPLETE WITH 3 – 24 WATT LED FIXTURES (LT3150):
 equivalent light output to a 450 quartz floodlight
 ideal for fascia lighting, clean and attractive lighting system
 pure white light, excellent way to accent any product
 attaches to a fascia or hard wall.

NEW ‐ this fixture consumes 80% less power and is cooler than
traditional lighting.

FLOOR LIGHTING
2 – 24 WATT LED FIXTURES ON AN 8’ TELESCOPIC STAND (L2150):
 equivalent light output to 400 watt halogen bulb
 lamps are mounted on a sturdy cross bar with a 140 in tilt
 for optimum lighting, fixture is placed in the front corner of booth
 pure white light, clean lines excellent way to highlight a focal point in your
booth
 covers approximately an 8’ x 8’ area.

NEW ‐ this product is energy efficient and delivers impact in a small
space.

500 WATT QUARTZ FLOODLIGHT ON AN 8’ TELESCOPIC STAND (L500):
 excellent for general illumination or highlighting products
 for optimum lighting affect, fixture is place in the front corner of booth
 covers approximately a 10’ by 10’ area.

**Not available in all facilities, please check order form.

SHOWTECH would be pleased to assist you with your lighting needs. Please contact the number on the order form or call our toll free #1.855.746.9832
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THEATRICAL LIGHTING
SOURCE FOUR LEKO 750 WATT (L750S4L):
 elevate your presence with this unique professional light fixture
ideal for highlighting special items where shapes, textures and
colours’ are important
 features a shaped reflector when used in combination with one
or more lenses, creates a hard edged beam of light with even
light intensity; shutters can shape the beam of light
 logos or graphics can be projected using a gobo template
 gobos can be customized to suit your need, i.e. company logo’s,
pictures, graphics etc.

This product is energy efficient and delivers dramatic lighting
effects.

This is an example of what our experienced team
can help you create with our lighting options.
For more information please contact us at the
number on the order form.

Add some more flare to your exhibit space. The SHOWTECH POWER &
LIGHTING design team would be happy to design a custom package that
incorporates LED lighting, intelligent lighting and theatrical lighting.
Please contact your SHOWTECH representative to inquire.
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